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The data, tools, and analytics that companies are increasingly using to 

improve their sales forces will not only help top performers shine, but 

they will also help drive sales force laggards to the middle of the curve.

 

Bob Brody leaned back in his chair, frowning.
Corporate wanted another 8% increase in sales
from his division this year, and guess whose shoul-
ders that goal would fall on? Ah, for the good old
days, when he could just announce a 10% target,
spread it like peanut butter over all his territories,
then count on the sales reps for each region or
product line to deliver. Sure, some would fall short,
but the real rainmakers would make up the differ-
ence. Today, the purchasing departments of Bob’s
customers used algorithms to choose vendors for
routine buys; pure economics often trumped per-
sonal relationships. For more complex sales, pur-
chasing wanted customized end-to-end solutions.
There’s no way one person could close those deals,
no matter how much golf he or she played. Most of
the time, you needed a team of product and indus-
try experts, not to mention rich incentives and a lot
of back-office support.

The fact was—he knew he’d have to face it
sooner or later—Bob was overwhelmed. Nothing
about the sales process was as simple or predictable
as it used to be. Eight percent growth? He wasn’t
even sure where to start.

 

If this little fable sounds familiar, it’s be-
cause managers often face similar problems.
Over the past few years, we have worked
through these sorts of challenges with dozens
of senior executives in Brody’s position. Even
though the world around them was changing,
they were still handing down targets from
higher management and religiously putting
more feet on the street, hoping that some of
those new reps would once again save the day.
Even arbiters of best practice such as General
Electric can recall the wing-and-a-prayer style
that, until recently, characterized their sales
efforts. The company would give each individ-
ual his or her patch and say, “Good luck, and
go get ’em,” observes GE’s Michael Pilot, who
started his career 22 years ago as a salesper-
son at the organization and is now president
of U.S. Equipment Financing, a unit of GE
Commercial Finance.

Today, the savviest sales leaders are dramat-
ically changing the way they run their groups.
They are reinventing their sales approaches
to respond to new market environments.
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They are expanding their lists of target cus-
tomers beyond what anyone had previously
considered. They are boosting their sales reps’
productivity not by hiring the most-gifted in-
dividuals but by helping existing reps sell
more. (See the exhibit “More Reps, or More
Productivity?”) As a result, their companies
are growing at sometimes startling rates. Pi-
lot’s division—a large group in a mature in-
dustry—added $300 million in new business
(about 10% organic growth) in 2005 alone, an
improvement he attributes specifically to a re-
invention of the operation’s sales process.
Similarly, SAP Americas, under president and
CEO Bill McDermott, has more than doubled
its software license business in three years, in-
creasing its market share by 17 points.

What these leaders have in common might
be called a scientific approach to sales force
effectiveness. It’s a method that puts systems
around the art of selling, relying not just on
gut feel and native sales talent—the tradi-
tional qualities of the rainmaker—but also
on data, analysis, processes, and tools to re-
draw the boundaries of markets and increase
a sales force’s productivity. The goal isn’t to
replace rainmakers but to narrow the gap be-
tween the top 15% or 20% and the rest of the
sales force. Companies that use the tactic
well have found that, while even top sellers
do better, reps in the lower quartiles show
dramatic improvement, with productivity
jumps of 200%. Such increases enhance the
performance of the sales team as a whole
and enable a company to reduce the expense
of hiring new reps. Some firms using the ap-
proach have seen their average sales per rep
increase by as much as 50% in two or three
years, though most gains cluster around the
30% mark.

No latter-day Arthur Miller is likely to write
a play about the practitioners of the new
method; the drama is in the results, not the
details. But if “the future of business is to do
things by design, not by chance,” as one sales
leader put it, this new science may be what’s
required of the men and women charged with
bringing in a company’s revenue.

 

Putting Science into Sales

 

GE’s Pilot understands how extensive a rein-
vention can be. As recently as the mid-1990s,
the company was still expecting sales teams to
assemble and prioritize their own database of

prospects for their territories. The company’s
field sales managers even manually classified
all the names in the division’s database as ei-
ther high priority or low priority. “We relied on
telephone books,” recalls Pilot. “And newspa-
pers. And signs on trucks as they went by or
signs on buildings.” By 2004, says Pilot, he
knew that GE Commercial Finance had to “put
some science into it.”

Pilot’s first step was to revise the way he seg-
mented customers—by using data that in-
cluded records of past company transactions.
The new database held information such as
four-digit standard industrial classification
codes, the type of equipment being leased, and
so on. Then Pilot asked his field managers to
create a list of prospective-customer character-
istics, criteria that they believed would corre-
late with a customer’s likelihood of doing busi-
ness with GE. He took the 14 features they
came up with, ran regression equations against
the database of transactions, and identified six
criteria that had high correlations. If a prospec-
tive customer tested well on those six criteria—
such as predicted capital expenditures and num-
ber of filings for new business transactions—
the probability that it would do business with
GE was high.

The division scored its list of prospects based
on the six attributes and then worked the new
list for a while. Something interesting emerged.
“We found that the top 30% of prospective cus-
tomers were three times more likely to do a
deal with us than the bottom 70%,” says Pilot.
In other words, that top group was made up of
the new highest-priority prospects—and yet
only about half of them had previously been
classified as high priority by sales managers.
The company had, in effect, identified 10,000
new high-priority prospects that it would oth-
erwise have overlooked.

But it wasn’t just the increase in sales acre-
age that made the difference; the new informa-
tion also allowed Pilot to redesign his sales
force. For example, he could take on the diffi-
cult job of restructuring territories, ensuring
that each one contained plenty of opportuni-
ties. In some cases, that meant narrowing
assigned areas based on the caliber of leads,
reevaluating territories, or creating new terri-
tories entirely. “When you look at the market
with that kind of scientific approach,” Pilot
says, “you’ll never knowingly have territories
that could intrinsically underdeliver.”
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On the performance management front,
the data allowed Pilot to get new and less-
experienced reps up to speed faster. “So
much of the process of ramping up sales-
people is just pointing them at the right tar-
gets,” he says. “If you can do that, you’ll get a
big boost in productivity.”

Pilot also used the information to support
his sales force with new tools and processes
for the field, such as targeted marketing cam-
paigns that zeroed in on high-potential seg-
ments. Now every lead and piece of business
generated gets tagged to a particular cam-
paign. “It helps you think about what worked,
what didn’t, and where to double down and
spend dollars for greater return on the market-
ing side,” says Pilot.

The division’s $300 million in new busi-
ness for 2005 reflects both an increased sales
pipeline and a 19% higher rate of conversion,
or closings, in a market the company once
believed was maturing. That revenue, Pilot
notes, “is coming from customers that we

know we wouldn’t have been calling on”
without the new approach. “At the end of the
day,” he says, “it’s about building our busi-
ness around customers and finding ways to
help them grow.”

 

Setting Targets

 

Setting annual sales objectives is any com-
pany’s first step in creating a sales plan. Like
our fictional Bob Brody, sales leaders have
traditionally set goals based on upper man-
agement’s aspirations for the company. Since
those ambitions typically reflect shareholder
expectations, they can’t be ignored. But sales
leaders too often apply the targets across
every region and segment, without gathering
the market and competitive data that would
make their goals more realistic. Since varia-
tions across regions and segments are proba-
ble, sales reps often end up with quotas that
are unrealistically high or low—either of
which can demoralize and demotivate a
sales force.

 

More Reps, or More Productivity?

 

Companies that choose to take a scientific 
approach to sales force effectiveness may 
want to evaluate the two options shown 
here. The growth target for this fictitious global 
manufacturer—in this case an increase in 
revenues of $1.1 billion over five years—can 

be attained through various combinations of 
productivity improvements and new hires. 
But the cheapest and most effective route is 
usually to increase productivity as much as 
possible through use of the four levers—
targeted offerings; optimized automation, 

tools, and procedures; performance manage-
ment; and sales force deployment—and only 
then to put more feet on the street. The man-
agement challenge is ensuring that you have 
put enough science into your sales organiza-
tion to drive that productivity predictably.

Number of sales reps

Sales per rep
(in millions)

Productivity improvement approach
608 sales reps
$4.1 million sales per rep

Capacity increase 
approach
769 sales reps
$3.2 million sales per rep

500 600 700 800
$2

$3

$4

$5

Year 5 
$2.5 billion in total sales

3% annual productivity increase

8% annual 
productivity 
increase
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To see how the new science of goal setting
works, consider how Cisco Systems uses tech-
nology to forecast sales. The company cre-
ated a site where managers could log in and
see up-to-the-minute sales performance—
listed by region, product line, and so on—all
the way down to the level of individual ac-
count executives. The site also contains data
about reps’ pipelines, including the size of
each opportunity, what kind of technology
the customer requires, and who the competi-
tors are. Managers hold regular pipeline calls
and produce new forecasts derived from the
data every week. They then roll up the num-
bers into weekly, monthly, and quarterly
forecasts. “The forecast accuracy for our
quarterly numbers tends to be within plus or
minus 1% to 2%,” says Inder Sidhu, Cisco’s
vice president for worldwide sales strategy
and planning.

Like other best-practice companies, Cisco
isn’t sitting still. Last year it provided its reps
with state-of-the-art PDAs, and it’s building
custom applications for the devices designed
to boost productivity. One such program
speeds up data entry; another lets reps check
their customers’ recent activity (such as
whether they have ordered parts or remitted
an invoice). Cisco has also jump-started its

reps’ motivation by developing an online per-
sonal compensation rate calculator. “People
can actually go in and say, ‘OK, here’s where
I’m at right now in the quarter,’ ” says Sidhu.
“It tells them exactly what the deal will mean
to them [financially].”

Two years ago, Aggreko North America, a
division of UK-based equipment rental com-
pany Aggreko, adopted a scientific approach
to goal setting with dramatic results: In
2005, sales rose by 29%, and sales force pro-
ductivity rose by 90%. Company president
George Walker says that the process begins
from the top down. Executives gather re-
gional data on critical industry-level drivers
in each of the company’s vertical markets—
oil refining, home construction, and so on—
and then they calculate the firm’s share of
each market to set goals for growth. Next
comes the bottom-up element: Armed with
the data, area sales managers develop a view
of territories, accounts, and quotas for indi-
vidual reps by multiplying potential market
size by target shares for each market. An iter-
ative process between the local reps and se-
nior management ensures that the expecta-
tions for individual salespeople are in line
with overall corporate objectives.

 

Stepping Up Productivity

 

Traditionally, sales managers assumed that if
you wanted to see significant growth, you
had to look at last year’s performance and
then try to gauge how many new salespeople
you could add, given the potential market and
the ramp-up time that each new rep would re-
quire before generating revenue.

Companies that follow a scientific ap-
proach take a much different course. They
focus above all on increasing individual sales-
person productivity. They can do so because
the question of how to boost productivity is
no longer a mystery to them. (See the sidebar
“TOPSales: A Science-Driven Approach.”) On
the contrary, they have learned to use four le-
vers that make productivity increases both
predictable and manageable.

 

Targeted offerings. 

 

Most organizations al-
ready know how to gather the data that en-
ables them to segment their customer base.
But companies pursuing a scientific approach
boost productivity by taking segmentation
one step further. They systematically divide
their customers according to factors such as

 

TOPSales: A Science-Driven Approach

 

In today’s selling environment, it’s not 
enough to rely on your star reps and 
hope for the best. Any sales organization 
that wants to boost productivity should 
use a scientific approach to selling based 
on a set of four levers (which make up 
the abbreviation TOPSales).

 

Targeted offerings.

 

 Tailor your offer-
ings to meet the needs of each segment, 
and make sure reps are selling the right 
wares to the right prospects.

 

Optimized automation, tools, and 

procedures.

 

 Bolster your technology 
tools with disciplined sales manage-
ment processes, such as detailed pipe-
line discussions, systematic account 
and territory plan reviews based on 
standard guidelines, defined lead distri-
bution processes with tracking through-
out the sales cycle for both reps and 

partners, and electronic dashboards for 
reps and territories.

 

Performance management.

 

 Measure 
and manage inputs, such as pipeline 
metrics and competitive installations you 
want to target, but reward based on out-
puts. Calculate the time it will take new 
reps to begin generating revenue, and 
factor that in to your sales planning. Pro-
vide training and tools to reduce that 
time. Incorporate metrics, incentives, 
and skill development into compensation 
systems to reward high-performing reps.

 

Sales force deployment.

 

 Distribute 
your sales resources systematically, 
matching sales approaches and channels 
to the needs and challenges of each cus-
tomer segment. Create teams for com-
plex sales, and provide reps with support 
to help maximize their productivity.
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potential value of the account, share of wal-
let, vertical market, type of product, and type
of sale. They define roles and align incentives
to help sales reps position and sell the offer-
ings that are most appropriate to each cus-
tomer segment. Sales reps at these compa-
nies must have a deep understanding of the
segments they serve: No one package of
products and services fits all. And because
many sales today can’t be closed by just one
individual, these companies know how to
support a team approach with a careful archi-
tecture and smart management.

Targeted offerings aimed at individuals
with a net worth of more than $25 million
have made a big difference to Citigroup’s pri-
vate banking operation. That group serves
business owners, real estate developers, law-
yers, professional athletes, and other special-
ized segments, each with particular chal-
lenges and needs. “The industry has changed
a lot in 15 years,” says Todd Thomson, chair-
man and CEO of Citigroup’s Global Wealth
Management division. “It used to be about
selling stocks and bonds and then mutual
funds and other things. It was mostly trans-
action based.” Today, Citigroup focuses less
on selling investment products—commodities
that can be bought and sold anywhere—and
instead offers wealth management services
and advice on how to reach short-, mid-, and
long-term goals. The products, while still im-
portant, are secondary.

To make the transition, Citigroup stayed fo-
cused on two things. First, instead of simply
growing its adviser and banker base, the firm
made investments in the professional devel-
opment of its people and platforms, such as
by providing their private bankers with fi-
nance and business training taught by leading
business school professors. Second, the com-
pany segmented its clients by type and cre-
ated dedicated teams focused on supporting
the needs of each client group. “We have a set
of products, including risk management tools,
that [have been crafted] and directed toward
real estate developers,” says Thomson. “When
our private bankers and their teams show up
to talk to a developer, we’re smarter about
what they need and how to deliver it than the
competition is.” The private bankers—the
team coordinators—are encouraged to in-
crease the reach of Citigroup’s management
expertise, which includes dealing with equi-

ties, fixed income, trust management, and
even cash management for entrepreneurial
businesses. “Over the past year, we’ve encour-
aged our people to think about how to solve
[customers’] problems, and we’ve seen a
massive increase in assets from those clients,”
Thomson says. The result: Citigroup’s U.S.
private bankers generate an average of $5.5
million per rep in revenue, compared with
about $4 million average sales per rep in the
rest of the industry.

 

Optimized automation, tools, and proce-
dures. 

 

“Sales force automation” has become a
buzz term in recent years, and many compa-
nies are putting IT-based tools to work to im-
prove sales force productivity. Aggreko North
America uses CRM software with a “profitabil-
ity predictor” that allows its reps to tweak an
offering if margins aren’t where they should
be. GE Commercial Finance has Monday
morning sales meetings that are facilitated by
a “digital cockpit” that lets managers peer into
reps’ pipelines. Cisco, famed for its Web-based
sales tools, knows that technology is effective
only if it supplements and complements disci-
plined sales management processes (such as
routine, detailed pipeline discussions based on
a well-understood characterization of various
stages in the pipeline and systematic channel-
ing of leads to sales reps).

A dramatic transformation at SAP Ameri-
cas, in particular, shows how important sys-
tematic processes can be. When McDermott
took over in 2002, one of his first moves was
to set standards for individual sales reps that
reflected the market potential: $500,000 for
the first quarter of the next year, $750,000
for the second quarter, and so on. The quar-
terly targets alone dramatically changed
many people’s thinking; traditionally, SAP
reps had always counted on a big fourth
quarter to pull themselves through the year.
Instead of allowing reps to scramble to meet
annual sales goals at the end of each year,
McDermott set a pipeline standard. He ex-
pected reps to have three times their annual
sales quotas in their pipeline of prospects on
a rolling basis, quarter by quarter. To ensure
that business partners (like IBM Global Ser-
vices and Accenture, which implement the
systems SAP sells) would be drawn into the
selling effort, McDermott decided that at
least half of each individual pipeline should
be assigned to a business partner that would

Companies that use a 

scientific approach to 

sales force effectiveness 

have found that reps in 

the lower quartiles show 

dramatic improvement, 

with productivity jumps 

of 200%.
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team up with SAP to close the deals.
Merely setting such goals, however, is not

enough. Supporting them with management
processes, selling materials, and automated
tools for measuring leading indicators and
results is what makes outcomes more pre-
dictable. For example, reps are regularly in-
formed about key industry trends and about
which of SAP’s comprehensive product offer-
ings will be most relevant and valuable that
year for a target segment. When reps iden-
tify clients that could make better use of key
SAP products to address an industry trend,
“your whole marketing muscle and your
pipeline muscle are really focused on letting
those clients know that they’re leaving hun-
dreds of millions of dollars of value on the
table,” says McDermott.

 

Performance management. 

 

Most organiza-
tions have an expected level of sales attrition
based on whether reps make their quotas over
time. But some have added deeper levels of
performance analysis that make sales produc-

tivity more predictable and thus more man-
ageable. For instance, for each customer seg-
ment (such as global accounts, large-company
accounts, and so on), SAP has analyzed how
long it takes for new reps to become produc-
tive and how their productivity increases after
that. They can also determine the average pro-
ductivity rate for seasoned reps. This helps
managers staff their segment territory plan
more effectively. And it helps them know
more quickly when a new hire isn’t meeting
the standard. “People generally reach their
productivity plateau at 12 months,” McDer-
mott explains. “If they are not there, they are
not going to get there. And that’s about 10% of
our new hires.”

The key to retention is to set people up to
succeed. That shouldn’t be a matter of good
fortune; it should be a result of data-driven
planning. Every successful company we stud-
ied measures inputs—a rep’s pipeline, time
spent prospecting, or specific sales calls
completed—as well as outputs, thereby help-
ing the reps stay on top of the process. “If
you’re not looking at the in-process measures
and you’re simply looking at the results,” says
McDermott, “you’re missing the most impor-
tant element, which is the future.”

The best companies offer development
opportunities to successful reps. Thus Citi-
group’s Thomson, who also oversees the
wealth management business of Smith Bar-
ney, a division of the company, notes that
successful financial advisers at his firm not
only keep a higher percentage of the reve-
nue they generate but also are rewarded
with professional development that enables
them to broaden and deepen their wealth
management practices.

Data-driven companies also align incen-
tives with the behaviors that are critical to a
rep’s financial success. That can entail adjust-
ing metrics and commissions so that veteran
reps can’t simply coast on past sales. Or it can
mean tailoring compensation systems to the
type of sale. For example, one of Aggreko
North America’s business lines, called Ag-
greko Process Services, provides engineering
services to supplement the temperature con-
trol equipment that the company rents to oil
refineries (among other customers). Reps who
sell these offerings—often involving a long
and complex sales cycle—don’t work on
straight commission. Instead, they are paid a

 

A New Role for Rainmakers

 

High-performing salespeople have al-
ways delivered the goods for their busi-
nesses. Can they be helpful in other 
ways as well? While we believe there is 
no substitute for the right segmentation 
strategy, processes, leadership, tools, 
and incentives, we also think that com-
panies often fail to take full advantage of 
their top salespeople.

But that may be changing. Today, rela-
tionship sales consultants such as An-
drew Sobel (coauthor of 

 

Clients for Life

 

) 
and Tim Leishman (of consulting firm 
Leishman Performance Strategy) are tak-
ing a page from cognitive science and 
showing that it’s possible to teach the un-
derlying behaviors of top salespeople. In 
our experience, the best companies are 
aiming to do this instead of first search-
ing for new stars. They are defining a new 
role for their rainmakers as collegial men-
tors who can impart what appear to be 
instinctual relationship-building skills. 
These firms are also having their rain-
makers teach new hires how to break 
customer-winning behaviors down into 

actions they can adapt to their own 
personalities.

One pharmaceutical services com-
pany took just such an approach: It cre-
ated a three-step training initiative that 
paired sales stars (who brought in 
about half the company’s revenues) 
with new hires. During the “first steps” 
phase, the stars educated the newcom-
ers about the market and took them on 
sales calls so they could observe first-
hand how the high-performing veter-
ans worked. During the “walking” 
phase, the newcomers made the calls—
but the stars joined them, watched 
them, and offered tips and feedback. 
For the remainder of the year (the “run-
ning” phase), the stars met regularly 
with the newcomers to discuss progress 
and share ideas. The approach took 
about a year and capitalized not only 
on the high performers’ desire to share 
their skills but also on their desire to 
earn: They received a 1% commission 
on all revenue brought in by the men-
tee during the yearlong program.
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relatively high salary plus a bonus based on
achieving targets. Meanwhile, reps who sell
less-complex rentals, such as those to con-
struction companies, earn a higher propor-
tion of their compensation in commissions.

 

Sales force deployment. 

 

How a company
goes to market—how it organizes and de-
ploys not just its reps but its sales, support,
marketing, and delivery resources—is a criti-
cal part of the sales process. Any company
that has watched its territory-based sales
reps migrate down-market toward easy sales
rather than profitable ones is facing a deploy-
ment problem. Its resources simply aren’t
being put where they can generate the great-
est return.

One simple way to fix a deployment issue is
to create a demand map of the market using
segmentation information and then to com-
pare it with your deployment map. The point
is to substitute data for gut feel to identify
where the best prospects are and to synchro-
nize that information with the companies that
sales reps actually call on.

But an analytical approach to deployment
goes well beyond simply matching up reps
with particular prospects. Best-practice compa-
nies also typically benchmark themselves on
whether approaches to sales are paired up
with the right customers.

Most companies, for example, utilize a
range of sales channels: enterprise or other di-
rect sales, inside sales, the Internet, dealers or
value-added resellers, and so on. Having ac-
cess to detailed information about the behav-
ior and profitability of customer segments
and microsegments allows sales executives
to decide how best to deploy these different
resources. For instance, inquiries about Ag-
greko North America’s commodity rentals
are directed to the Internet or closed by tele-
sales; inquiries about large consultative projects
are sent to specialized sales reps. The ideal
salesperson for the firm’s construction-related
business, says company president Walker, isn’t
necessarily a construction expert but a rep
who “knows how to make 50 sales calls a
week” and can close deals quickly. “The per-
fect rep for Aggreko’s refinery business,”
Walker continues, “is someone who is com-
fortable with long sales cycles and complex,
technology-intensive solutions.”

Another question that leading sales orga-
nizations ask themselves is, Are the field

reps spending as much time as possible
selling? When we measure salespeople’s
“non-customer-facing time,” we find that it
often amounts to more than half of their
total hours. If sales executives uncover that
kind of problem, they have a variety of tools
at their disposal. They may be able to chan-
nel some of the reps’ administrative func-
tions to support staff. They may want to re-
organize territories to minimize time spent
in transit. They also may simplify the sys-
tems that the reps are expected to deal with.
Several years ago, sales executives at Cisco
set a goal of reducing reps’ nonselling time
by a few hours a week and charged the IT de-
partment with making it happen. The im-
provement led to several hundred million
dollars in additional revenue.

All four of the levers help increase sales
force productivity. What’s most interesting,
however, is that they seem to have the greatest
effect on lower-ranked performers and so nar-
row the gap between top performers and ev-
eryone else. When we studied the results of a
systematic sales force effectiveness program
launched in several branches of a large Korean
financial services provider, we found that the
branches experienced a 44% rise in weekly
sales volume, compared with a 6% decline in
other branches. The top quartile of customer-
service reps increased their product sales by
6%, the second quartile by 59%, the third quar-
tile by 77%, and the bottom quartile by an as-
tonishing 149%. A study of a comparable pro-
gram in the Korean offices of another global
financial-services firm found similar, though
not identical, results. Increases in assets under
management ranged from 2% in the top quar-
tile to 33% in the second quartile to 54% in the
third quartile, with the lowest quartile register-
ing a 44% increase.

 

Beyond Best Practice

 

Finding, attracting, and holding on to tal-
ented salespeople is more difficult than ever.
And companies can no longer afford to de-
pend on them the way they once did. “It’s got-
ten incredibly expensive to hire stars from com-
petitors,” acknowledges Citigroup’s Thomson.
Relying on the persuasive or relationship-
building powers of a small group of talented
individuals is simply insufficient for predict-
able, sustainable growth. (See the sidebar “A
New Role for Rainmakers.”)

No latter-day Arthur 

Miller is likely to write a 

play about the 

practitioners of the new 

method; the drama is in 

the results, not the 

details.
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Fortunately, sales executives like Bob
Brody don’t need to depend exclusively on
rainmakers to achieve their numbers.
They can get much more out of their entire
sales force by using a hard-nosed, scientific
approach to sales force effectiveness. Like
any science, of course, this one is evolving.
The tools and processes we have described
are today’s best practice, but in a few

years, they will almost certainly be standard
operating procedure for any company
that hopes to compete effectively in the glo-
bal marketplace.
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